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Circuit Board for VHF-UHF MOSFET PA Modules

Prototype board with a 13W PA module for 432MHz, on a small fan-cooled heatsink.
(The hole in the heatsink is for a thermostatic temperature sensor.)
This circuit board is designed for use with the larger Mitsubishi1 MOSFET PA modules with
rated RF output powers ranging from 13W to 80W. The board is dimensioned for use with
the ‘H2’ and ‘H2M’ package outlines (see data sheets).
On the board:
• Integrated lowpass filter
• Integrated bias supply with TX/RX switching
• Optional TX delay to overcome moderate overshoots in driver power
• Provision for input attenuator
• SMD construction and excellent RF grounding for optimum VHF-UHF performance.
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CAUTION – MOSFET PA modules are delicate and can be easily damaged by
careless handling at several stages of installation and use.
Download the device data sheet, and then read and respect all of the
manufacturer’s warnings about mechanical, electrical and electrostatic damage.
The designer and sellers of these PA Boards accept no responsibility for any
damage howsoever caused.

Heatsink and PA Module Preparation
CAUTION – the PA board and the PA module must be mounted on an adequate
heatsink. For RF stability, use a bare metal heatsink as shown in the photos here.
Selection and cooling of heatsinks is beyond the scope of this Application Note, but
reference [1] from W6PQL shows the large heatsink that will probably be needed for an 80W
amplifier. The device data sheets and reference [2] (from Down East Microwave, Inc.) give
more details of the heatsink requirements.
Note also that significant heat is also released from the side of the heatsink where the PA
module and PA board are mounted, so be careful not to trap hot air inside the shielding
enclosure.
The PA module should normally be in the centre of the heatsink, meaning that the board will
be offset towards the lower right. Use the bare board as marking-out template for the 6
mounting holes (drill and tap M3).
Use the PA module to mark the two holes for the mounting flange (observe static
precautions). Allow 1-2mm spacing between the edge of the board and the case of the
module. Drill and tap these two holes M3 also.
CAUTION – the base of the module must be in perfect thermal contact with the
heatsink. This is absolutely critical for the higher-power modules.
The heat dissipation in these PA modules is probably much higher than you’d imagine. This
is partly because of poor efficiency in the output stage, and partly because the module
includes one or more driver stages – but mainly because of the need to operate at relatively
high DC bias current and low RF output for reasonable IMD performance.
The PA modules with part numbers ending in -M1 are meant to have a flat base, but many
seem to arrive with a slight bow in the base which will leave a gap underneath – right where
the power transistors are. The gap can be reduced by levelling the base of the module by
rubbing it down on a flat abrasive surface.2 This will greatly improve the heat conduction and
will also reduce the risk of cracking the ceramic wafer when tightening the mounting screws.
As a guide, if you can see any light shining through a gap between the heatsink and the
base of the module, you probably will need to flatten the base of the module – reference [2]
gives some details of how to do this.
CAUTION – try to avoid PA modules with part numbers ending in just -M
because these use the H2S package which does not fit correctly onto a flat
heatsink.
The H2S package has extra thickness of metal at both ends of the base, which
prevents most of the whole length from touching the heatsink. Do not risk filling this
2

For obvious reasons, we cannot actually recommend you to attack a PA module in this way.
It has to be completely at your own risk.
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space with heatsink compound! The unwanted extra thickness can be successfully
removed to leave a flat base, but it will need considerable work [2]. It is much better to
avoid the H2S package if you possibly can.
When you are confident that the heatsink, board and PA module will all fit together correctly,
set the heatsink and PA module aside until the Final Assembly stage.

PA Board Assembly and DC Testing
This section covers the assembly and testing of the DC/bias area of the board. This uses
standard SMD soldering techniques.
The Circuit Diagram and Parts List are at the end of this document.

Populated board with lowpass filter for 432MHz.

Board Assembly
Assemble the parts in the following order:







R1 – R5
C1 – C3 and C6 – C9
C4 and C5 (observe polarity – positive is marked by a bar)
C10 and C11 (frequency dependent – see LPF details)
RV1, ZD1, D1, TR1.

DC Testing
CAUTION – complete this checkout – and rectify any faults – before you install
the PA module!




Turn RV1 fully clockwise.
Connect a +12V DC supply to the large 12V solder pad (bottom centre of the board).
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Confirm that almost no current is drawn (after the initial surge to charge the
electrolytic capacitors). If the current exceeds 1-2mA, there is a fault – find and fix it
before proceeding further.



Short the PTT solder pad to ground. Current demand should increase to about
15mA. Confirm that +5.1V appears at the junction of R2 and ZD1, and that
grounding/ungrounding the PTT line will switch this on and off correctly.



With the PTT line activated (grounded), very slowly turn RV1 counter-clockwise and
confirm that the bias voltage (measured at C1) can be smoothly adjusted from 0V up
to almost 5V.



Return RV1 to the fully clockwise position. Confirm by measurement that the bias
voltage is now zero and is unaffected by the PTT.

Optional Bias-on Delay (C14)
A major problem with many transverter drivers is the initial overshoot in RF output power
when switched to TX. If amplified and passed on to a large SSPA this overshoot can
instantly destroy the gate insulation of the very expensive high-power amplifier devices.
A useful feature of MOSFET PA modules is that they have almost zero gain until DC bias is
applied. So if the application of DC bias is delayed by typically 10-20ms, the module can be
used as a ‘gate’ to block any initial power surge. All within reason, of course – the module
itself can be destroyed by RF power surges in excess of about 100mW.
C14 is an optional 10uF capacitor to implement a TX bias delay of about 10ms. To increase
this delay to about 20ms, install C14 and also increase R4 to 2k2 and R5 to 22k.
If you make any of these optional changes, re-test the bias and PTT functions as before. The
delayed bias voltage can be seen on an oscilloscope with triggered single-shot timebase.

Optional RF Input Attenuator
For several reasons it is recommended to install a small RF attenuator at the input to the
module, at the gap provided on the input line. Reasons include:
•

The power gain of the module may also be greater than the minimum figures claimed
in the data sheet.

•

The attenuator helps to avoid damaging levels of RF input to the module (see above)

•

The attenuator helps to improve the input VSWR of the module itself, which can be
as high as 3:1, and so improves the linearity of the transverter output stage.

•

The attenuator helps to improve amplifier stability by controlling the range of possible
source impedances.

For all of these reasons, a minimum of 3dB input attenuation is normally recommended
for routine use.
CAUTION – for initial tests it may be wise to use at least 6dB of input attenuation,
especially if you are unfamiliar with these MOSFET PA modules. If you are also
unfamiliar with the RF drive source (transverter and transceiver) then even 10dB of
input attenuation might not be too much. You can always reduce the value as you
gain confidence.
The photograph below shows a 6dB input attenuator using 150Ω chip resistors (size 1206,
marked 151) for R6 and R8, and 33Ω for R7.
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Typical example of an input attenuator.
Typical resistor values that might be needed are:
dB

Power
ratio

R6, R8

R7

3

0.50

270

18

4

0.40

220

22

6

0.25

150

39

8

0.16

100

47

10

0.10

100

68

The table above shows the nearest standard resistor values, which are not critical for this
application. 100-250mW rated SMD resistors will normally be suitable. For detailed
calculations, download WINATT from GM4PMK [3].

Lowpass Filters
The LPF consists of L1, L2, L3 and C10, C11, C12 and C13. These 7 component locations
allow for anything up to a 7-pole filter design.
Because the PA modules themselves include some lowpass filtering, a 5-pole filter (omitting
C10 and C13) will usually be more than adequate.
6m LPF
No design is offered, because there is no suitable PA module for 50-54MHz.
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4m LPF
The LPF is the design used in G4DDK’s 7W 4m PA board [4] but with higher-rated chip
capacitors.

4m LPF constructed on G4DDK’s 7W PA board.
Important: copy the orientation of L1, L2 and L3.
4m LPF components
C11, C12: 47pF ceramic RF-rated capacitor. Vishay, SMD size 1111 (Farnell 2420146).
(Omit C10, C13.)
L1–L3 are made from 0.7mm enameled copper wire, close wound on a 5.5mm diameter
former (eg shank of a 5.5mm or 7/32in drill).
L1, L3: 5 turns, horizontal with lead lengths as shown.
L2: 8.25 turns, vertical with lead lengths as shown.

2m LPF
This 5-pole filter is identical to G4DDK’s original Anglian design [5].

Prototype 2m LPF using dimensions using G4DDK’s Anglian design.
(On the current v1.3 board, “C11” is now C12.)
Important: copy the orientation of L1, L2 and L3.
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2m LPF components
C11, C12: 27pF ceramic RF-rated capacitor. Vishay, SMD size 1111 (Farnell 2420141).
(Omit C10, C13.)
L1–L3 are made from 0.7mm enameled copper wire, close wound on a 5.0mm diameter
former (eg shank of a 5.0mm or 3/16in drill).
L1, L3: 3 turns, horizontal with lead lengths as shown.
L2: 4.5 turns, vertical with lead lengths as shown.

70cm LPF
This 5-pole filter was developed by G3XDY.

Prototype 70cm LPF by G3XDY. Also see the photo on page 3.
Important: copy the orientation of L1, L2 and L3.
70cm LPF components
C11, C12: 8.2pF ceramic RF-rated capacitor. Vishay, SMD size 1111 (Farnell 2420133).
(Omit C10, C13.)
L1–L3 are made from 0.9mm enameled copper wire, mounted horizontally 3mm above the
PC board.
L1 and L3: 3 turns, 4mm long, wound on a 2.5mm diameter former (eg shank of a 2.5mm
or 3/32in drill).
L2: 4 turns, 10mm long, wound on a 3.5mm former (3.5mm or 1/8in drill).

Adjustment of Lowpass Filters
Adjustment is the same in all cases: carefully adjust the three coils for minimum VSWR at
the operating frequency. Then the stopband rejection will also be correct within a few dB.



Before adjustment, terminate the filter in a good 50Ω load (a 49R9 chip resistor, or
two 100Ω chip resistors in parallel, at the unused C13 location). At the location where
the PA module will connect, solder either an SMA socket or a short tail of coax with
zero lead lengths. Use adaptors as appropriate to connect an accurate ‘antenna
analyser’ or network analyser, set to the band in use.
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Squeeze or stretch the turns spacings in L1, L2 and L3 to adjust for minimum VSWR
(or greatest return loss). The correct settings will be when L1 and L2 are almost
exactly the same, although L2 will probably be somewhat different.
The dip in VSWR will probably be quite sharp and distinct. With an antenna analyser,
it will help to sweep across the band from time to time, to see where the best dip can
currently be found. With a network analyser, centre the sweep at the wanted
frequency and set the sweep width to about 20% of that value. If the best dip is HF of
the wanted frequency, squeeze the turns of all three coils very slightly closer
together, to see what happens; or if the dip is too far LF, stretch the turns farther
apart – but once again, only very slightly.




Aim for a VSWR dip to 1.2 or below, or a return loss of 25-30dB or better.
Remove the temporary coax connection and terminating resistors, and take care not
to disturb the inductors while completing the rest of the assembly and installation.

Final Assembly and Testing
Mechanical Assembly
Review pages 2-3 about Heatsink and PA Module Preparation. You should already have
drilled and tapped all mounting holes for the board. If necessary, you should also have
flattened the base of the PA module.



Remove any solder has run onto the underside of the board during assembly. First
use desoldering-wick, then rub down on a flat sheet of fine sandpaper, and finally
wipe clean with a moist tissue.



Mount the board onto the heatsink and half-tighten the fixing screws. Use washers
under the screw heads.



Coat the underside of the module with a thin, uniform layer of high thermal
conductivity heatsink compound (not the ordinary white stuff). A metal-loaded thin
cream such as Arctic Silver is recommended. Make sure that you have complete
coverage without any bare spots.



Place the module onto the heatsink so that one long edge touches first, and then lay
the module down onto the heatsink like closing a book. Hopefully this will avoid any
trapped air bubbles. Give the module a small shuffle to help spread the conductive
compound and expel any trapped air.



Use washers underneath the heads of the PA module mounting screws, and
very gently tighten down the two mounting screws so that excess heatsink
compound begins to ooze out from underneath.



Leave the module under that gentle screw pressure for an hour or so, to give the
heatsink compound time to flow. You will then find that you can – once again,
very gently – tighten down the mounting screws a little more.

CAUTION – DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN THE MOUNTING SCREWS!
If you do, you may crack the ceramic wafer inside the module. This could
happen immediately, or increase the risk of it happening later under the stresses
of thermal expansion. Either way, that PA module is dead. We can accept no
responsibility for this.
The Mitsubishi data sheets specify M3 screws with a tightening torque of 0.4 to 0.6 Newtonmetres. This is a very low level of torque – about 20 times less than the recommended
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tightening torque for an SMA connector! It is impossible to give written advice about how this
small level of torque might ‘feel’ with an ordinary screwdriver. Sorry, but you’re on your own
with this.
Ground Bonding and Shielding
For RF stability, both mounting tabs of the module must be bonded directly onto the PC
board.




Use broad straps of copper foil, 12-15mm wide. (Not solder tags and wire!)



Where the bonding straps overlap onto the PC board, solder all around the edges of
the foil.



You can now tighten down all the screws securing the PC board to the heatsink.
Tighten these screws very firmly. Good contact on the underside of the board is the
main reason for recommending a bare metal heatsink.



Solder the four connecting wires of the module onto their tracks on the PC board.
There is no need to cut the connecting wires short, but you can bend the ends up to
assist in de-soldering if ever that becomes necessary.



The connecting wires will be 1-2mm above the board, so bend them down gently and
fill any gap with solder. Leave 2-3mm of bare wire between the board and the module
to allow a little flexibility.

Punch holes through the foil to clear the module mounting screws, as shown in the
photograph on page 1. When re-tightening the mounting screws, be careful not to
twist or tear the foil (the washers beneath the screw heads will help).

These precautions should be enough to ensure amplifier stability, but all of the Mitsubishi PA
modules have a high power gain (25-30dB) in a very small package, so extra shielding may
sometimes be needed. The plastic-cased modules may need additional copper foil over the
top of the package, securely soldered to the ground bonding straps at each end. The metalcased modules are far better as regards stability, and are always to be preferred.
DC Bias Tests
CAUTION – for the following adjustments it is best to use a current-limited
power supply.

3



Review all the DC setup checks on page 3. Check again that RV1 is adjusted fully
clockwise.3




Connect suitable 50Ω loads to the RF input and output of the PA board.



Ground the PTT control input on the board, and confirm that the current only
increases by about 1mA.



Increase the current limit of the power supply to about 1.5A.

Set the output of the DC power supply to +12.5V and set the current limit to
minimum. Connect to the PC board and confirm that the current is only a few
milliamps now that the PA module is in place.

CAUTION – these instructions have been updated.
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With the PTT control input grounded, adjust RV1 very slowly counter-clockwise to set
a bias current of about 1.0A.

CAUTION – as you advance RV1, nothing happens at first and then the DC
current will increase quite suddenly.



Confirm that the PTT control input will switch the bias current correctly between 1.0A
and zero.

RF Stability Tests



With the PTT un-grounded, remove the 50Ω load from the input of the PA board.
Ground the PTT and confirm that the DC bias does not change from its normal value,
and that there appears to be no RF output. Switch the PTT on and off a few times
and confirm that there are no switching effects either. When satisfied with the RF
stability, replace the 50Ω load at the input of the PA board.



With the PTT un-grounded, remove the 50Ω load from the output of the PA board
and repeat the test above.



When satisfied with the RF stability so far, remove the 50Ω loads from both the input
and the output, and repeat the same stability tests.

Obviously these RF stability tests are far from exhaustive, but they provide a good basis for
moving forward.
RF Drive Tests
These are beyond the scope of this Application Note because we do not know what kind of
RF source you are using.
However, we recommend that you continue to use 1.0A bias current and a current-limited
power supply until you are sure that your RF drive source will deliver the correct power level,
free from overshoots or other forms of instability.
Increase DC Bias Current
When you are confident that the PA is working correctly, the final step is to increase the DC
bias level to about 2.0A to reduce intermodulation distortion.
Heatsink Checks
When the amplifier is in operation, check the temperature of the heatsink as close as
possible to the final power transistor inside the PA module (about two-thirds of the way along
the module, towards the right).
As noted earlier, many amateurs tend to underestimate the necessary size of the heatsink,
and also the need for a cooling fan. A thermostatically controlled heatsink fan is strongly
recommended.
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Circuit Diagram and Components

Components
C1, C2, C3, C8, C9: 1nF C0G ceramic (not X7R!) size 0805
C4, C5, C14 (optional): 10uF 20V Tantalum, size 1210
C6, C7: 100nF, size 0805
C10, C11, C12, C13: RF-rated ceramic capacitors, size 1111. See Lowpass Filters section.
D1: 1N4148 or similar, size SOD123
L1, L2, L3: see Lowpass Filters section.
R1, R5: 10k, size 0805
R2: 47R, size 0805
R3: 470R, size 0805
R4: 1k0, size 0805
R6, R7, R8: see Input Attenuator section.
RV1: 1k trimpot (Farnell 2328475)
TR1: PNP, MMBT2907 or similar PNP switching transistor, size SOT23 (Farnell 1467897)
ZD1: 5.1V Zener, size 1210 (Farnell 1843706)
Two 100R resistors or one 49R9 resistor, size 0805, will also be needed to make a 50Ω
termination for LPF alignment.
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